Being on a budget does not always have to be a coin flip between comfort and savings. With Redren e-Smart, you can get the best of both worlds. e-Smart lets you enjoy warm showers in cold weather, cutting hot water costs in half, without worrying about spending much more on equipment.
ETC Solar Water Heater

With Redren e-Smart, it's possible.

FEATURES

Tough Tank
- Optimized Tank for Corrosion Resistance
- High Grade GI Steel Tank
- Pure Polyester Powder Coating for UV Resistance
- Long Lasting Performance
- Smart Look & Best Aesthetic

High Quality Collectors
- Evacuated Glass Tube Collectors Coated with Three Layer CU/SS/AI-N
- Magnetron Sputtering for Maximum heat Absorption

G I Stand
- Specially Designed Super Solid GI Stand
- Pure Polyester Powder Coating for UV resistance
- All Standard Accessories and Fasteners are used.

Puff Insulation
- Automated Storage tank Insulation
- High Pressure Injected with High Density Puff Insulation.
- PUF for hot water retention

Available Capacities
- 100 LPD
- 150 LPD
- 200 LPD
- 300 LPD
- 500 LPD Compak
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(1) Standard Redren Warranty will be given (2) For more information on UTT and UCT, Please refer to our company documents (3) Since we continually endure our products' quality, their specifications may change without any prior notice (4) Images are for reference only